Student Senate Minutes
February 18th, 2007

I.	General meeting of the Student Senate was called to order by Speaker Kelchen at 6:01PM
A.	Absent from the meeting were members: Mann, Abraham, Wisa 
B.	Also attending the meeting was: Kevin Cox, Danielle Megee, Andy Moore, Matthew Hidy, Alicia Cummins, Dave Segbers, Cassie Phillips, Hob Tesfai, Kyle Hill, Katie VanDever
II.	Preliminary Items
A.	Roll Call
B.	Correctioons/Approval of the Minutes
C.	Gallery Introductions/Business - Kevin Cox, Danielle Megee, Andy Moore, Matthew Hidy, Alicia Cummins, Dave Segbers (SSDP), Cassie Phillips (Bike Co-op), Hob Tesfai, Kyle Hill (Truman Media Network), Katie VanDever
		1. Matthew Hidy - Personally supports the replacement of midterm grades. Wants more emphasis on changing the parental notification policy.
		2. Alicia Cummins - Thinks the President did a poor job in representing the student body at the BOG meeting over the parental notification policy.
			- Hadley - Could you elaborate?
			- Cummins - The parental notification policy was barely mentioned and not argued for at all.
			- Kirtland - Took directly from the student government resolution specifically interpreting the student vote. Senate is restricted from speaking from the resolution
			- Kiddoo - If student senate came and read directly from their resolutions it would be seen as insulting the boards intelligence. If you ask for action from the board it is up to the 			Board's discretion. Encourages students to use the system that is in place properly.
			- Hadley - You are not involved with senate currently. If anyone in the gallery feels they are not being represented come join senate and help us out.
			- Kappel - We did put some items on as action items, why was this not put on as an action item?
			- Crawford - We had one action item that the board voted on and it was procedural (changing name from senate to government). There is no specific action within that 				resolution so we could not ask them to take action. We wanted to make sure that there is a system in place that lets the students work with the faculty.
			- Kirtland - Procedural/structural needs are important to ensure that things can run more effectively. Addressed more global concerns.
			- Anderson - You had a very similar instance with the board 2 years ago. The board said no and did not incorporate your ideas into the student conduct code. If you keep 			pushing this in the board's face, you will deteriorate relations between the two.
			- Kappel - Agrees that it is rude to keep bringing this up but the board did say in June to come back the following year. The students deserve to have the board vote yes or no.
			- Anderson - Once the board says no the discussion is over for good. Would you rather have 9 board members vote no or would you like to leave room for discussion?
			- Kirtland - Concerned that the parental notification is overshadowing how we can better serve students. 
D.	Guests of Honor - Dr. Gall and Mr. Wolerming (director of athletics)
		- Poindexter - What steps would you take to convinve the student body that this is a good idea?
		- Wolmering - In order to be the premiere liberal arts university we need to give students the best experience possible. As of now, we are not accomplishing this due to inadequate 		facilities. Our selling point will be comparisons to other schools and their up to date facilities. 
		- Dr. Gall - Open forums paired with student senate would be a great way to educate the student population.
		- Wolmering - This will not just benefit students that participate in athletics. Facilities once updated could be used by the band, by SAB for concerts, and for intramurals.
		- Dr. Gall - excited about connecting the athletics to the university and the community.
		- Szewcyk - Would like to talk to his constituents and tell them they will have access to the new facilities. We need to keep this in the forfront of our minds.
		- Wolmering - Scheduling will play a large roll in this. If we have lights on the field it opens up a whole range of possibilities. Would like to bring highschool teams and communities to 		Kirksville for playoffs.
		- Dr. Gall - This is first and foremost to really support the athletics program. Would not want to sell this and give students the wrong impression. It may lessen the chance of it passing 		but does not want to mislead students.
		- Kirtland - What is the current process for students to apply for Pershing arena?
		- Wolmering - First go through the Health and Exercise Science department which has a schedule of when the facility is in use.
		- Kappel - Heard a rumor that certain alcohol companies would sponser our facilities if we sold their products at our games.
		- Wolmering - Right now there is a university policy where we can not advertise alcohol. It could be an additional revenue source but not enough to get field turf or a new stadium. We 		have corporate sponserships. Generating $25,000 a year from this corporate advertising.
		- Dr. Gall - The 2 biggest recipients of alumni gifts are athletics and the business program but this is brought in by the hard work of Wolmering and coaches themselves.
		- Russell - Would like to see a schedule of current facility usage and the expected schedule after the facilities are updated so students can see the difference in free time.
		- Wiley - The proposed ballot language says the money should be reviewed every three years but would like to see this reviewed every two years. The tennis team has no where to 		practice in Kirksville during the winter so indoor courts would be beneficial. Where does the athletics budget come from as of now?
		- Kirtland - The three years is effective because the OAF committee reviews fees at the same time. The committee next meets fall of '07.
		- Wolmering - Through state funding and ticket sales. Relies on the university for their budget just like the rest of the campus. There is no specific student fee to fund athletics.
		- Kessler - This is going to be a hard sell to students. Is not for the fee because there are far more students on campus that are not involved in sports and will not see the purpose of this 		fee. Forums are pretty useless because student turnout is poor. 
		- Hadley - One reason behind this is because the rec center won't open early for athletes. In the meantime we should do something with the rec center. Until students see the advantage 		of this it will be hard to get the students to agree to a $50 fee. We need to find out who is preventing the use of the rec center.
		- Wolmering - Football used to do conditioning at 5 am and ROTC at 5:30 am. They are running the hallways. Rec opens at 6. Offered to pay for an employee to open it up but were 		still denied.
		- Kirtland - the committee responsible for the rec center is being reviewed.
		- Bonner - Is there a possibility of this to be $50 the first year and then reduced the following year?
		- Wolerming - We don't know how this will work out until we know the support of the students.
		- Kerr - What are the first few priorities for the money?
		- Wolmering - Synthetic turf would be first because it would be more beneficial. Then weight room which does not have sufficient equipment for every type of team. Lights for the 		soccer field and the stadium will have higher turnouts for night games. 
		- Kerr - Brought before ASG and 160 women supported it by simply presenting the negatives and how they will be fixed by this fee.
		- Anderson - Was a part of the student senate that wanted a rec center. The reason behind making the rec center was because teams were dominating the equipment. Budgets are 		made from 50% of student fees and 50% of money from the state. The purpose of the fee is to get them the rest of the money they need. 
		- Kappel - What public liberal arts schools have an athletics fee?
		- Dr. Gall - this is an excellent point that we can research.
		- Kappel - Would you be interested in giving some of the $50 to the rec center to keep it open longer for students? Could we also push tailgating to get student support?
		- Wolmering - Would rather improve the athletics weight room than tie up the students weight room. 
		- Kirtland - moves to suspend the agenda. Approved.
			-Kirtland - moves that a ballot question be placed on the April Ballot reading - "Beginning in the 2007-2008 academic year, shall a fee of $50.00 per semester (fall and spring 			semesters) be implemented for all Truman students.... Approved. 
				- Crawford - The committee could have taken this to the Board and bypassed student opinion. By putting this on the ballot we can get a true idea of where student 				support lies.
				- Wolmering - Any student with 6 credit hours or more pays other university fees.
				- Anderson - Any student who is enrolled in at least 1 hour gets student privileges.
	  E. Membership Issues
	  F. Appointments/Administration of Oath -
		1. Kelchen - Appoints Kristel Givogue to Associate Senator position. Approved.
		2. Crawford - Appoints Rachel Hanks to Presidential Aide. Approved.
		3. Crawford - Appoints Lina Khan (Senior Senator), Hob Tesfai (Senator at Large), Kim Burgess (Senator at Large). Approved.
		4. Crawford - Appoints Becky Hadley as Communications Director. Approved.
	  G. Changes/Approval of the Agenda

III.	Executive Reports
	     A.	Secretary - Make sure you send in the Roster information I asked for last week! 
			For those of you who forgot I need
			           - Student ID #
			           - Full name (middle included)
			           - Position on Senate
			           - Date you joined Senate
			           - Time you are a member until
			The sooner the better! Don't make me hunt you down! =)
			- I spent a good hour cleaning the senate office last week so let's try to keep it neat for our visitors and my sanity! 
			- Reminder: If you pass a resolution, email it to me the same night it is passed! This way I can get them printed and delivered ASAP
	    - I love you all.
I)	B.	Treasurer - I received 6 more requests this week for refunds. If you've moved money (especially this week) let me know how it needs to be spent.
II)	C.	President Crawford - Mark and I gave our presentation to the Board this weekend. They had good questions and seemed interested in what we had to say. If anyone wants a copy of this presentation, please let me know and I’ll forward it your way. I still need someone for the SUB Advisory Committee that I emailed out about. It’s only two meetings the whole rest of the year and they provide refreshments. I would think this would be a prime choice of a committee to serve on.  
III.	      Auxiliary Reports
A.	Faculty Advisor Alberts 
B.	Staff Advisor Anderson 
		      C.	BOG Kiddoo - I had breakfast with Senator Shoemyer and Representative McClanahan. Basically there is no clear picture of what will happen in the state legislature this year with higher 			education. It's sort of a mess. But you have to remember they are Democrats, so they painted a really bad picture, I still have a little bit of†hope. Shoemyer called MOHELA "mo-steal-a" and 			then said if we went with his plan it would be "mo-heck-of-a-deal-a". I'm not kidding. Ryle Hall Cafeteria will be renovated over the summer. Baldwin Hall Auditorium sound system is going to 			be worked on thanks to the Parent's Council. At the end of the meeting Governor Schwend asked a question about restructuring, which appeared to be a set-up. I would like your thoughts on 			the whole restructuring thing if you would like†to share them. Perhaps senate could take a position sometime. Senate's presentation was well†received by the Board, and it wasn't boring! Yay!
	      D.	Speaker Kelchen - First of all, all agenda items must be in by Friday at midnight if they want to be in Sunday's regular agenda. Lately, I have been receiving a lot of agenda items late on 		Sunday afternoon, causing me to scramble and announce countless changes to the agenda every week that nobody is expecting. From now on, any late agenda items will be put at the end 		of the week's agenda, following Other New Business. It simply is not fair to Senate that they cannot research items coming up at the meeting. If this problem continues, I will seriously 		consider 'locking' the agenda on Friday at midnight and not allowing any changes to be made, period. I really don't want to do that. 

		I updated the committee membership list this week and it is now hanging outside of the Senate cubicle. It is current, with the exception that it is missing Shaun and Brett from Student 			Affairs/Campus Environment. 

		I would like to create a master list of Senate members who serve on any University committee. If you serve on a University committee, please e-mail me this ASAP.

		A couple of procedural reminders--when we have voice votes at Senate meetings, only voting senators can vote. Associates cannot vote on voice votes, but can say support, oppose, or no 		opinion for roll call votes. Additionally, senators may only speak twice in each discussion, unless someone else yields the floor to the desiring senator. 

		I will be out of town presenting research much of the week, so it is even more imperative to get agenda items to me early this week so I can put together an agenda. If you know something you 		want on the agenda, please let me know ASAP. 

	Have a great week!
IV.	Committee Reports
A.	Academic Affairs - As I mentioned in a previous email, Academic Affairs distributed the New York Times Online Subscription cards to the organization mailboxes. †So, please continue to work your office hours because students may be coming by the office looking for those.† The Study Abroad Fair will be March 13.† The Academic Affairs members will be working at a Senate table to hand out the Study Abroad Handbook. †If anyone else has free time on a Tuesday and would like to help us out, let me know.† Tim, Emily and I met this week to come up with a position on the early warning systems.† Based on your suggestions at the meeting last week, we emailed 3 suggestions to Dr. Kallerud who is currently working on the proposal.† First, the feedback should be given at the 6 week point.† Second, the feedback should be for ALL first year students, not just 100-200 level classes.† Also, the professors should be required to give everyone a grade and then additional feedback for students with a C,D, or F.† We will also bring these suggestions to the next UGC meeting
B.	External Affairs Chairwoman - 
	         C. Student Affairs - I am working with Lina on the Renter's Rights and Safety Forum. It will be held tomorrow night at 7:00 in the West Campus Suites multi-purpose room. I highly encourage 		people who are planning to live off-campis to attend. There will be guest speakers as well as light refreshments. Lina and I will be handing out fliers on the quad tomorrow from 9:30-11:30, if 		anyone would like to join us :) David met with Dr. Gall last Friday to discuss the football lights.
i.	Campus Diversity Chairwoman - The events are coming together, I'm going to start working out more specific details. Money motions will be coming soon. (I assume Nadia means for Diversity Week)
	      	 	     ii.	Campus Environment - am continuing to work on getting those recycling bins. We are also continuing our survey.
D.	Technology - 
I)	E.	Other Reports
i.	Historian
			     ii. Communications Director - Hey everyone-get excited for oodles of Senate PR!  We have at least 4 index ads that will be appearing over the next 3-4 weeks, which will definitely help 				get our name out there and show students that we do a lot for them. I'm working with Lina/External Affairs to help them with Storm the Capitol PR.  We're doing an Index ad that I 				plan to help them design, as well as buttons, banners, and all other nifty forms of PR that we can use to publicize the hell out of this! I'm still working on the newsletter-I'm going to 				look over changes/corrections that were sent my way & then finalize the newsletter so that we can have it in the Index NEXT week.  Sounds AWESOME to me!!!  I'll have to move 				money for the newsletter to be inserts in the Index, which would be $460.  But I think its well worth it-and with all of the other publicity Senate is doing in the INDEX, we'll be good 				to go! If any committee needs help publicizing, I would love to help them out-PR is my thang!  I'm also going to meet with Rachel Hanks so that she can help with PR as well!
		             iii. Webmaster - Two things of interest:
					1) The design people at Publications told me that the new design for the site will be ready by March 21st.  I'll be meeting personally with the designer once they've been 						assigned to Senate's site.  Before I do that though, I wanted to solicit some feedback from the Body as to what they wanted to get out of the new design.  Once I know exactly 					when the meeting will occur, I'll move discussion time at the meeting prior, but do please e-mail me your hopes, dreams, and wildest fantasies for the site. I will dutifully compile 					them, and notify our designer.
					2) Though not strictly webmaster-related, it bears mentioning that I'm now serving as the student representative on the Wireless Subcommittee for ITS.  They're really interested 					in the student's take on the network, so feel free to direct any concern you have beyond the typically vague, "It doesn't work", to me, and I'll do my best to bring it to their 					attention.  Hopefully better communication in this area will clear up some of the animosity many people have about the wireless.  More to come on that.
iv. Ethics Justice Pierson -
I)	v.	 Recruitment - 
II)	vi. Legislative Director - Bright Flight Passed out of committee.
III)	vii. Constitutional Review - 
IV)	viii. EOY - The EOY Committee will be choosing semi-finalists this weekend.  We will announce the 12 semi's next Tuesday, after all of the professors (both semi's & non semi's) have been notified. Stayed tuned and get excited!!!
			      ix - Scholarship - I have a large pool of applicants for my student-at-large for the committee.  I'll be contacting those students soon about who I have chosen.  March will be the 					scholarship month-and it'll basically just be the same deal as last time-except for this is a Freshmen only scholarship, and they have to be nominated by someone at the university.  So 				I'll be working with the comm director (cough cough!) to get a lot of good PR about this.
    V. Old Business
	     A. Kappel - moves resolution 071.006
		- Kappel - We should be able to support parts of bills if not entire bills. How can we ask our representatives to vote a certain way on a bill if we are afraid to support it ourselves? If we 		support ideas they can be misrepresented but not if we support exact bills.
		- Schulte - Agrees that we need a student vote on the BOG. It is not showing fear to not support an exact bill, it is prudent.
		- Kirtland - Personally does not support this resolution. Does no support sections one and two because it takes away a BOG student member and adds the voting seat.
		- Hogan - Josh just stated that specificity is key. We know what we want... an additional seat, not a replacement.
		- Bonner - If we add an additional student wouldn't we have to add another faculty member to make the number odd?
		- Crawford - Does not have to be an odd number.
		Passes 12-5-3  
    VI. Money Motions
	       A. 	Hadley - Moves that $150 be spent on posters publicizing the Student Senate Parking Appeals Comittee. This money shall be spent no later than March 31st, 2007. Passed.
	       B. Russell - moves that $1710 be spent for the Kirksville Bike Co-op (see addendum for itemized list) to be spent no later than May 2, 2007.
			- Schulte - this should go through FAC not Senate. We do not have to monetarily support every organization we pass a resolution for.
			- Hadley - This is a lot of money for maintenance not space. This is a decent description of what you need but this does not fit with senate's mission. 
			- Kessler - Is the bike co-op chartered with the CSI?
			- Phillips - In good standing with the CSI and was officially chartered a few weeks ago. Applied to the FAC for funding last year through the mountain biking club which was not in 				good standing.
			- Kessler- Never really supports funding organizations. Supporting space allocation is fine because it fosters a diversity of organizations on campus. Totally against this large amount of 				money.
			- Kappel- Will be unable to get FAC funding for a full year because must be chartered by the CSI for one full semester before it can apply for funding. This represents the students 				views and senate has the money. This is also good PR for Senate and a wise use of student money. 
			- Phillips - Trying to conceptualize this as a service not as an organization because it will be open to all students not just a select group.
			- Szewcyk - This organization can do things on campus because of the money it has at its expense. Supports this full heartedly.
			- Wiley - This will aid not only the students but also will aid the community. This is beneficial for campus environment. 
			- Poindexter - This money is burning a hole in our pocket. Students see all of the money we have and our budget is not spending it all. How does this fit our mission and is not just 				throwing money at an organization to make students happy?
			- Russell - This is a catch-22. They can't get bike space without the funding. We need to back them with substance. Not just an empty vote of support. This will give back to the 				community continually. Let's help the students do something they want to do.
			- Hadley - This will not be PR for senate unless it is called the Student Senate Bike Co-op. You could possibly do bake sales to raise funds. How does this actively fit with the 					university's mission statement?
			- Phillips - Service learning is a large part of the mission. Have 20 people interested in volunteering to learn to be mechanics. Possibly have summer programs to train volunteers. This is 				definitely service learning.
			- Kirtland - Why are you working directly with the president on this?
			- Phillips - If we got her support we could have her be effective in gaining the space.
			- Kirtland - Recommends working with Dean Gilchrist. Will you be asking for funds from Senate every year?
			- Phillips - No. FAC will fund specific activities not long term programs. Marty Eisenberg is interested in creating a workshop that would include professors and residential life. Also 				will have a $5/semester membership fee for students and a small fee for Kirksville citizens. Will be selling replacement bike parts with a minor mark up still cheaper than in a 				bike shop.	
			- Kirtland - FAC's responsibility is to support ongoing projects. Would like to see the co-op go through the FAC process.
			- Hayes - This is a wonderful program and will be a great thing to have. This is not a responsibility of senate to fund organizations or else we will become an alternate FAC.
			- Kiddoo - Friendly amendment - spend an extra $1700 to buy a shed to store parts on campus. Not accepted.
			- Russell - The money will be given to them once they have a space not before.
			- Kappel - Supporting student initiatives and ideas is a part of the Senate's mission. The bike co-op needs this to move forward and we need to support that. There is a stipulation on 				this that they will not get the money unless they have the space.
			- Wiley - FAC has turned down a lot of organizations in the past year and it would be a big risk to send this through the FAC.
			- Poindexter - Read from the constitution section about sub-committees. Supporting this is not just supporting an organization but is supporting the mission of our campus environment 				sub-committee. Supports this motion.
			- Phillips - Has a facebook group with 138 members. Once there is a space and a shop, we will not start recruiting memebers. Collected 600 signatures of support.
			- Kessler - Not having members ahead of time is iffy. 
			- Kirtland - Students decided that FAC is the best way to distribute money. Supportive of FAC because they can get more support through the FAC than through Senate. If this 				doesn't pass FAC, we should talk with them about why they decline it and then we can pick it back up. 
			- Szewcyk - Nothing is happening with this group until we do something. It will hurt their cause if they have to wait for FAC funding. 
			- Phillips - Did not pass 
			- Passes.
                C. Russell - Moves $1444.25 for Earth Week 2007 activities to be spent no later than April 22, 2007 (see itemized list).
			- Wiley - Terrapass is a company that redirects funds to sustainable projects such as companies that use wind power. Tshirts will be given to keynote speakers and will give them out 				as prizes.
			- Kessler - Senate does not fund t-shirts for organizations. When student senate buys tshirts, senators pay for them. What is included in the 170 dollars for publicity?
			- Wiley - A banner for outside the SUB and any posters. 
			- Kessler - The terrapasses seems like a $30 donation to this organization that supports carbon free living.
			- Poindexter - moves to table this discussion to next week. 
				- Poindexter - We seem to just be wasting time discussing this. It needs to be cleaned up.
				- Hadley - Would like to see publicity have something that says where money is being spent.
				- Wiley - Last year you approved $190 for something that just said publicity. Last year you approved money for give aways such as a lollipop. The terrapasses are more 					beneficial and the water bottle makes it a tangible give away.
                  D. Pierson - Moves no more than $200 be spent on 2007 spring election petition posters no later than March 9th 2007. 
			- Kirtland - Sick of the posters just saying "Vote Today!". We need to work ahead of time to have really great posters.
			- Passed. 
	      E. Hadley - moves that no more than $290 for an ad in the INDEX for a parking appeals ad spent no later than March 31st, 2007.
			- Kirtland - we should negotiate a deal with the INDEX if we are going to advertise frequently.
			- Passed.
	      F. Hadley - moves that $150 be spent on posters publicizing the Student Senate Parking Appeals Committee. This money shall be spent no later than March 31st, 2007. 
			- Passed. 
                  G. Khan - moves $290 be spent for a full ad in the Index for Storm the Capitol's March 29th Event to be spent no later than Feb 28th, 2007.
			- Passed. 
     VII. First Readings 
	      A. Kirtland - Moves the resolution to endorse the Student Athletic Facilities Fee (see attachment)
			- Crawford - This is inline with what we said in Arete. There has been some opposition within the body but it is misplaced. The opposition is to the fact that the fee will only support 				athletes but this is not true. Personally very supportive of this. Has been talking to students who are either overwhelmingly supportive or indifferent but think it is a good idea.
			- Szewcyk - We should not say that our entire government is supporting this as a body. 	
			- Kirtland - This is pretty standard procedure for the government to support it before it goes to a student vote. Several organizations support this including Health Sciences classes.
			- Hill - a few clerical issues. 
			- Khan - why is $500 being spent?
			- Kirtland - Does not believe that $500 will be spent but $500 requires the budget to be itemized.
			- Szewcyk - Are we supporting that there will be a ballot initiative or an affirmative yes?
			- Kessler - Worried about spending $500 on a forum. Forums usually don't have good turn-outs. If you do get a good turn out it will be mostly athletes.
			- Kirtlands - Even if only athletes show up it is important to get their ideas and opinions. 
			- Kiddoo - rearrange the parties in the to be delivered to section in descending order.
			- Crawford - We have to think long term. Most students won't think that way. It is in our mission statement to think long term. Thinks this resolution holds more weight because of how 				willing Dr. Gall and Jerry Wolmering are to work with us. This is very important to these people and they are willing to work with us to make it work.
			- Russell - Do we put money into resolutions?
			- Kirtland - It can be done. It usually isnt to avoid diluting the issue with a money motion.
	     B. Esfeld - Moves the resolution to Endorse Extended Course Descriptions 
			- Esfeld - The idea behind this is to give students a better understanding of courses other than outside sources such as rate your professor websites. This will be piggybacking on what 				ITS is already setting up. There will be a website that has a survey for a specific course and a specific professor. This will be available to students during registration. ITS can't 				work with this until we also have faculty support. 
			- Kessler - moves to limit this discussion to no more than 6 minutes.
			- Crawford - clerical errors mentioned. 
			- Poindexter - Have we talked to faculty senate yet? (No).
			- Schulte - Reasoning behind this is so we can speak on behalf of senate.
			- Kirtland - This is a great idea and we should support it.
			- Mozaffar - Have faculty input as well as students.	
			- Kessler - clerical errors mentioned.
			- Hogan - There would be a problem with a text box format because people tend to rant in that format. Where is the cut off for keeping and managing student feedback? How many 				years etc.
	      C. Khan - Moves the Bright Flight Resolution.
			- Kessler - moves to limit discussion to no more than 6 minutes.
			- Kirtland - Support the format of this resolution. It reads that we support the $4,000 and that is exactly what we support.   
	      D. Wiley - Moves discussion time on Sodexho
			- Wiley - is representing the local foods committee. There will be four concepts in Ryle. There will be a survey in Ryle Hall asking students to choose 2 of 4 concepts. There will be a 				wing place and chinese place definitely. This passed the BOG vote and this will happen. If you want to be heard take the survey.
			- Kirtland - The athletes may not be too happy with this. But 82% of students would rather use mainstreet over dining halls. Sodexho is limited to a profit of 3.5%. Great option for 				students.
    VIII. Discussion Items
       IX. Other New Business
        X. Announcements
	       A. email reports to President Crawford by midnight tonight.

Adjourned 9:22 PM
Respectfully submitted by Secretary Libby Piel on February 20th, 2007

			
	


